Newport News Ship Building

Individuals with a Bachelor’s Degree in engineering are eligible for Engineer 1 positions. Individuals with a Master’s Degree in engineering are eligible for Engineer 1 and Engineer 2 positions.

For those that may not be familiar with Huntington Ingalls – Newport News Shipbuilding, the following link provides some information about what we do and who we are:
http://www.huntingtingalls.com/about/index

If the links below do not work, copy the requisition numbers listed below into the NNS job search site and it will go directly to the requisition.

**Mechanical Engineering requisitions (also see Test Engineering requisitions below):**
- 12853BR – Mechanical Engineer 1
- 12852BR – Mechanical Engineer 1
- 12809BR – Mechanical Engineer 1
- 12810BR – Mechanical Engineer 1
- 12633BR – Mechanical Engineer 2

**Software/Computer Engineering requisitions (also see Test Engineering requisitions below):**
- 12647BR – Software Engineer 1
- 12648BR – Software Engineer 1
- 12649BR – Software Engineer 1
- 12509BR – Computer Engineer 1

**Electrical Engineering requisitions (also see Test Engineering requisitions below):**
- 12837BR – Electrical Engineer 1

**Test Engineering requisitions (typically filled by mechanical or electrical engineers):**
- 12704BR – Test Operations Engineer 1

**Civil Engineering requisitions:**
- 12795BR – Structural Engineer 2
- 12769BR – Structural Engineer 1

**Industrial Engineering requisitions:**
- 12253BR – Industrial Engineer 2